KOCH SUPPLY & TRADING
GLOBAL GAS & LNG

NATURAL GAS EXCHANGE

KOCH SUPPLY & TRADING: CAPABILITIES
Natural Gas, LNG &
Emission Allowances
Natural gas, LNG, emission
allowances and related commodity
indices and markets

Crude Oil
Global crude oil markers (WTI,
Brent, Dubai) and many grades
of oil priced off these markers

Metals
Aluminum, aluminum
alloys, copper, tin,
zinc, nickel, lead,
molybdenum, and cobalt

Financial
Freight
Derivatives on tanker and
container rates.

TRADING
CAPABILITY

Currencies and
interest rates

Fuel Surcharges
Derivatives based on
retail price indices

NGL, Olefins &
Resins
Ethane, propane, butane, natural
gasoline, ethylene, propylene,
polyethylene, and polypropylene

Refined Products & Derivatives

Ethanol
CBOT and regional
spot indices
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Light and middle distillates (naphtha, jet, heating oil
and various grades of diesel fuel); unleaded gasolines
and their components; fuel oil; petrochemicals such
as benzene, toluene, mixed xylenes, paraxylene and
styrene; and intermediate feedstocks such as vacuum
gasoil and straight-run fuel oil

KOCH SUPPLY & TRADING: GLOBAL REACH
Exchanging some of the world’s most valued

companies to bring their physical knowledge and

commodities requires a dependable network of

market expertise to trade a broader array

expertise and resources. Koch Supply & Trading

of products.

companies offer those capabilities and are
indirect subsidiaries of Koch Industries, Inc. –
one of the largest private companies in America,
according to Forbes magazine.

Koch Supply & Trading companies offer a unique
set of proven capabilities and extensive market
knowledge. It is difficult to compare KS&T within the
global trading arena. Trading is more physical than

Koch Industries shareholders have historically

in some financial institutions while our disciplined

reinvested 90 percent of the company’s

approach is applied to execution that may not be

earnings. Since 2003, Koch companies have

found in non-asset backed trading entities.

invested approximately $65 billion in acquisitions
and other capital expenditures.
Drawing from more than 40 years of global
trading and operations experience in most
industrial commodity sectors, Koch Supply &
Trading companies possess world-class market
knowledge and coverage.
The owner of KS&T, Koch Resources, LLC,
maintains long-term credit ratings of AA- from S&P
and A1 from Moody’s, a credit rating higher than 98
percent of rated energy companies.
With a focus on trading petroleum products
and covering nearly every energy-related
commodity, Koch Supply & Trading companies
are expanding their footprint with secondary
activities in base metals, gas and LNG.
More exchange-traded activity has driven
growth in exchange contracts and positioned the
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COMPETITIVE PLATFORM
Koch Supply & Trading companies trade multiple
commodities, with core capabilities in energy
products, including storage and transportation.
The businesses also trade petrochemicals that are
used as the key ingredients in consumer products

PHYSICAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
In addition to the refineries, pipelines,
manufacturing plants and terminals owned by
affiliated Koch companies, a KS&T company
operates an 80,000 barrel-per-day refinery in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands.

around the world. A solution-based approach to
trading enables KS&T companies to better meet
counterparties’ needs.

LOGISTICS, OPERATIONS AND
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Koch Supply & Trading’s marine logistics company
seeks to ensure that commodities bought and sold
by KS&T companies arrive safely and on time.
The company manages crude and product flow
and captures economies of scale by selling cargo
space through its freight trading, transshipment
and break-bulk operations.
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KOCH COMPANIES KEY MILESTONES
1940

1969

Cofounded, by Fred C. Koch,
Wood River Oil & Refining
Company, predecessor to
Koch Industries, Inc.

Koch companies began trading crude oil in 1969 and
have used that foundation to significantly expand their
trading capabilities. Koch Supply & Trading, LP became an
independent subsidiary of Koch Industries, Inc. in 2002.

Initiated international crude
oil trading

Koch Supply & Trading companies have also expanded

1971

Built natural gas liquids fractionator

volumes traded increased by 450 percent as a result

1980s

Purchased seat, began trading on
the NYMEX (now CME) — one of
the first energy companies to do so

1986

Introduced the first over-thecounter oil derivatives with
Chase Manhattan Bank

1989

Entered the nitrogen fertilizer
business

1997

Absorbed Lehman Brothers’
metals trading team — becoming
Category 2 member of the
London Metal Exchange

1998

Purchased Rotterdam refinery
from Goldman Sachs

2001

Formed joint venture with major
U.S. utility to trade gas and power

2002

Delivered first-ever Russian crude oil to
the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve

2004

Acquired Alaska refinery from Williams

their global trading presence. From 2003 to 2012,
of business growth and trading via electronic platforms.
Companies were formed to trade natural gas liquids in
2003, capital markets in 2006, natural gas in the
United States in 2005 and Europe in 2007.

2005

Added natural gas, natural gas liquids,
electricity and air emissions to portfolio

2007

Developed options on processing margins
for refiners
Provided hedge execution and structuring
to enable project finance of LNG regas
facility

2009

Developed “fuel surcharge” hedging strategy
and facilitated listing of exchange contract
Originated unique option structures including
options on petrochemical feedstocks

2010

Acquired the first of six (to date) ethanol plants
Developed options on processing margins for
ethanol producers

Purchased DuPont’s global fibers
business — known as INVISTA

2011

Sold shares in Entergy-Koch joint
venture to Merrill Lynch

Acquired J&H Bunn, one of the U.K.’s largest
independent fertilizer distributors

2012

Added global gas and LNG business to portfolio
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KOCH SUPPLY & TRADING: THE GLOBAL GAS MARKET
Natural gas plays a key role in the world’s

Additional marketing teams are being added

energy mix today – and into the future. Energy

in Asia to support our continued growth.

market liberalization in Europe and the U.S.,

A proven track record of innovation and

combined with rapidly increasing numbers

experience across industrial commodity

of LNG consumers and flexible LNG supply

markets has positioned KS&T companies to

possibilities, presents unique opportunities

assume a leading role within the natural gas

for gas and LNG companies. With access to

market. KS&T companies are pursuing

pipeline capacity, storage and LNG facilities,

the vision to build a global LNG and

KS&T companies’ natural gas and LNG growth

continental natural gas portfolio by

and diversification strategy is positioned

achieving step-change growth through

to benefit EMEA customers.

physical and financial trading, arbitrage,
marketing and sales expertise, and support.

To complement existing
North American activities
from Houston and to optimize

(Index)

their global portfolio, KS&T
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KOCH INDUSTRIES’ GROWTH

companies have established

Index of Equity Book Value with Growth
of Reinvested Distributions1

a Europe-wide natural gas
business based in Geneva
with offices in Amsterdam

Benchmark Index of S&P 500 Growth2

1750

and Dusseldorf, as well as an
LNG trading business based in
London with offices in Houston,
Dubai, Rio de Janeiro and
Singapore.
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0
1960

1986

2013

1 Net book value with distributions reinvested with a return of 9.9% per year.
2 Market value of the stock with distributions reinvested with a return of 9.9% per year.

Since 1960, the value of the Standard & Poor’s 500 grew 150-fold,
assuming the reinvestment of dividends. During that same period, the value
of Koch Industries grew nearly 4,200-fold, using the same assumptions.

INDEXES TRADED ACROSS KOCH COMPANIES
KS&T traders and marketers are active in
established markets, including baseload,
profiled and flexible supply contracts.
Natural Gas & LNG Markets

KS&T companies act as principals on the
major European gas hubs (NBP, TTF, ZPT, NCG,
Gaspool, CEGH, PEG, GTF, PSV, AOC, OTE,
SK VTP, PL VTP) and on the key border points
of main gas supply routes.
KS&T companies — or their affiliates — are
positioned for physical or indexed physical
deals in the following areas:
•

Global Gas Hubs Indexations: HH,
Socal, Rockies, Alberta

•

Virtual storage and transportation
arrangements across Europe

•

•

LNG Markers: ICE Cleared, JKM
Platts index, Heren index for East Asia
(EAX), Iberia (IBX), the Mediterranean
(MDX) and Northwest Europe (NEX)
Industrials: Metals (Zinc, Copper,
Aluminium, Gold), Plastics & Polymers,
Fertilizer (Ammonia), Pulp & Paper,
Ags (Cattle)

•

Oil Products: Crude (WTI, Brent, JCC, DMX,
etc.), Gasoil (Barges, Cargoes, ARA, MED, etc.),
Fuel Oil, Naphtha, NGLs (Propane, Butane, etc.),
RBOB, Heating Oil

•

Energy Indices: Coal (API2 etc.), Power
(EEX, PJM, etc.), Emissions (EUAs, CERs),
Baltic Freight

•

Margins: Clean Spark and Dark Spreads,
Refining, Smelting
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KOCH SUPPLY & TRADING GLOBAL GAS:
U.S. NATURAL GAS

GLOBAL PRESENCE

Koch companies are large consumers of

Koch Supply & Trading companies employ almost

natural gas in the United States, which

500 professionals worldwide. These companies

is experiencing significant production

offer commercial and technical expertise within

growth due to unconventional shale plays.

many global commodity markets.

This production, along with long-term
physical market knowledge, is presenting
opportunities for KS&T companies to
explore new business platforms.

With assets, traders, originators and marketing
staff in the United States (Wichita, Houston,
New York), the Netherlands (Amsterdam and
Rotterdam), Singapore, Switzerland (Geneva),
United Kingdom (London), Germany (Dusseldorf),

Creating one of the world’s
first independent global
physical gas portfolios.
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the Middle East (Dubai), and Brazil (Rio de
Janeiro), Koch Supply & Trading companies
continue to develop a global energy portfolio and
industry leadership through a dynamic trading
infrastructure and an extensive market presence.

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
Gas markets are rapidly becoming more
international. This pace allows suppliers and
customers opportunities to optimize their
portfolios. KS&T companies have developed an
LNG origination, marketing, trading and shipping
capability to ensure an optimal mix of sourcing
options.

EMEA NATURAL GAS
The EMEA natural gas platform is a core
segment of KS&T companies’ global gas
business. The trading network’s fundamental
goal is to source and supply at the most
appropriate location, pricing index and
product structure.
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KOCH INDUSTRIES, INC.

Houston
Houston

Koch companies strive to create long-term
value in society through innovations to improve
improve
food,
clothing,
food, clothing,
shelter, transportation,
shelter, transportation,
fuels
fuelseveryday
and
and everyday
products
products
worldwide.
worldwide.
The diverse
The
diverse companies
companies
are involved
are involved
in refining,
in refining,
chemicals,
chemicals
grain
processing
and biofuels;
and biofuels;
process
forest
and pollution
and
KochIndustries,
Industries,
Inc.
control equipment
consumer
products;and
fertilizers;
technologies;
polymers
minerals;
and
Koch
Inc.
FlintHills
Hills
Resources
Flint
Resources
fertilizers;
fibers;
process
polymers
and pollution
and fibers;
control
commodity
equipment
Georgia-Pacific
Georgia-Pacific
trading
and
technologies;
and services;
electronic
forest
and
components;
consumer
INVISTA

INVISTA
products; and
commodity
trading;
ranching.
minerals;
energy; ranching;

KochChemical
ChemicalTechnology
TechnologyGroup
Group
Koch

glass; and investments.
KochFertilizer
Fertilizer
Koch companies have a Koch
presence
in nearly
Koch Minerals

Minerals
60 countries
Koch
companies
and have
employ
a Koch
presence
about
60,000
in
people.
Koch Pipeline Company

Pipeline Company
nearly 60 countries and Koch
employ
more than
KochSupply
Supply&&Trading
Trading
Learn more at www.kochind.com
Koch
100,000 people.

KochAgriculture
AgricultureCompany
Company
Koch
Molex
Molex

Learn more at www.kochind.com
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Riode
deJaneiro
Janeiro
Rio

Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Amsterdam
Düsseldorf
Amsterdam
Amsterdam Düsseldorf

London
London
London

Dubai
Dubai
Singapore
Singapore

Koch Industries, Inc.

Koch Fertilizer

Flint Hills Resources

Koch Minerals

Georgia-Pacific

Koch Pipeline Company

INVISTA

Koch Supply & Trading

Koch Chemical Technology Group

Koch Agriculture Company

KOCH SUPPLY & TRADING

Trading
Offices

Molex

Not all locations are a physical asset.

Sourcing
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GLOBAL GAS TRADING CAPABILITIES
TRADING
SEGMENT

Sourcing

EMEA NATURAL
GAS

U.S. NATURAL
GAS

LIQUEFIED
NATURAL GAS

Identify best physical nat gas

Identify best physical nat gas

Combine deep LNG

opportunities from the North

opportunities within Canada

knowledge, global reach,

Sea, mainland Europe, Caspian,

and the U.S. Trade physical

and strong balance sheet to

CIS and North Africa. Trade

nat gas in innovative products

generate varied physical LNG

physical nat gas in innovative

and structures.

procurement opportunities.

products and structures.

Marketing

Leverage local experience

Provide varied opportunities

and knowledge to tailor nat

for physical LNG delivery to

gas supply structures for

utilities and large industrials

established utilities, municipals,

across Asia, Europe and the

aggregators, retailers, large

Americas.

industrials and IPPs.
Link production sites or sellers

Link sources to a physical

Utilize 30 years of shipping

to a physical midstream trading

midstream trading and logistics

experience to ensure LNG

portfolio for potential export.

cargoes are safely and

Trading, Logistics and logistics portfolio from
specific source points on
& Shipping
differing terms and via different
product structures.

Financial
Trading

efficiently loaded and delivered
to any part of the world.

Transact globally in financial instruments across commodities, including natural gas, LNG,
oil and related commodity indices.

Koch Supply & Trading, LP

Koch Refining International Pte. Ltd.

8th Floor, 20 Greenway Plaza
Houston, Texas 77046, USA
+1.713.544.5037

260 Orchard Road #11-01/09,
The Heeren
Singapore 238855
+65.6732.7555

22nd Floor, 667 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10065, USA
+1.212.319.4895
4111 E. 37th St. North
Wichita, Kan. 67220, USA
+1.316.828.5500

Koch Supply & Trading S.à r.l.
Route de Pré-Bois 20
PO Box 1843
1215 Geneva 15, Switzerland
+41.22.737.4200

Koch Supply & Trading Company Limited
Koch Metals Trading Limited
Koch Energy Europe Limited
Koch Commodities Europe Limited
20 Gresham Street, 4th floor
London, EC2V 7JE, U.K.
+44.207.648.6300

Koch Metals Trading Limited (KMTL), Koch Commodities Europe Limited (KCEL), Koch Energy Europe Limited (KEEL) and Koch Supply & Trading Company Limited (KSTL) are U.K. registered
companies numbers GB 3320973, GB 6858997, GB 6715779 and GB 1144618 with the group VAT registration number GB 341 4539 69, each with its registered address at 20 Gresham
Street, London, EC2V 7JE. KMTL and KEEL are authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and appear on The Financial Services Register under numbers 184882 and 497283.
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